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Simplify your life with ANZ’s new website!
Ho Chi Minh City, 6th August – ANZ Bank Vietnam announced the launch
of its newly updated web site: www.anz.com/vietnam today. The site is the
combination of simplicity, convenience and innovation, where customers
can quickly find all the information they want to know about ANZ’s
banking solutions and the associated benefits the bank is offering them.
Mr Phil Crouch, Head of ANZ Vietnam Personal Banking said: “At ANZ, we
always put our customers first. If you want to know about our new highly
competitive Home Mortgage products or learn how to win a new “Captiva” car
just by opening an account with us, then the website is a great place to start.
With its comprehensive information, logical structure and user-friendly
interface, ANZ’s new website offers an international standard to our customers.
Customers can quickly get up to date with our latest products, services and
promotions. I encourage people who are not familiar with ANZ to log on and
see what ANZ has to offer them.”
The website is designed to provide both personal and corporate customers with
access to information about ANZ’s banking services and products, empowering
customers to freely access the right information at just a click. It complements
ANZ’s existing internet banking offerings.
Besides the online convenience, customers can explore more information to
join the exciting “Why wait for your dreams” promotion being effective until
9th September. For any account opening - especially the Smart account at the
deposit of VND 500 000 only- or get a loan approved, ANZ customers can
receive instant-gifts and have chances to win the brand new Captiva or one of
the nine Dell Laptops.
Recently ANZ has been expanding its ATM network and now has more than
30 ANZ ATMs in key locations nationwide making it the most convenient
foreign bank in the country. Subject to regulatory approval, ANZ plans to
expand its branch network by opening more than 10 new branches in coming
months.
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With a 10% stake in Sacombank, the biggest Vietnamese bank in terms of
capital, and a 10% stake in SSI, the leading securities and investment
organization in the country, ANZ has a solid foundation to boost its operations
in Vietnam

For more information, please contact:
Hanoi Branch
Nguyen Thi Thu Huyen (Ms)
PR Manager
Tel: (84-4) 825 8190 – Fax: (84-4) 825 8188
Email: nguyenh11@anz.com
Mob: 091 302 3933
Ho Chi Minh City Branch
Tran Thi Thuy Kieu (Ms)
PR Manager
Tel: (84-8) 829 9319 – Fax: (84-8) 829 9316
Email: trank2@anz.com
Mob: 098 373 1322
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